Step by Step Instructions
Adding a Hamburger to the Menu
This example will show how to
add a hamburger to the menu.
This will include how to
prepare the burger.
This will include items to add
to the burger.
Select Point of Sale –
Management – Edit Speed
Buttons.

Since Burger is a submenu
from the main screen, right
click on the Burger menu box.

This will show a menu of options
that may be selected.
Select Edit / Add Menu.
If the information is assigned to a
menu (i.e. the item starts with a
#), selecting this will display that
menu for editing. Note: Double
clicking the Item will do the same.

The Burger menu screen will
display.
Find a Burger menu button to
edit and right click the menu.

Select Edit/Add Item Addons.
This is the screen to set up how
to prepare the burger, what
cheese if any to put on it and
what condiments to add.
Note the number of times to
repeat on condiments. This
allows the server to select up
to 5 condiments for this
burger. Always set this to the
maximum you think will be
used.
The server can stop adding
condiments at any time during
the entry but can enter no
more than 5 in this example.
The Column to Price states
which column to use for this
burger when pricing
condiments.

To change the prepare options,
select the Addon button next to
@Prepare.
An option can be added on the
bottom line where the * row is
located.
An option can be deleted by
selecting the row to delete and
pressing the Del key.
Or just edit the information on the
row.
Taxable, Always Tax, After Tax,
Any additional price for the
prepare (usually zero) and the
color of that button.

Do the same for the @Cheese
option to add, delete or edit
any cheese for the burger.
Note the Extra Cheese option
has a 25 cent charge for the
burger.

This is the current condiment
screen.

Condiments may be used for
any item that is sold. So the
same condiment screen can be
entered as an addon
anywhere. Use the Column to
Price option to set up pricing
for different situations.
The Burger uses column 1 for
pricing.
The Cole Slaw option in the
condiments screen will charge
1.00 to add cole slaw to the
burger.

Push these changes to each
Server Terminal.
From Point of Sale – Utilities –
Load Server.
Make sure the Speed Buttons
option are set to:
Copy from Drawer = 0. This
means the menu that was built
at the back office (Drawer 0)
will be copied to the drawer
numbers checked.
Select Transfer Inventory
which will move the menu
buttons and any item changes
to the terminals.

HOW IT WORKS
Select Saxon Burger from the
screen at a server station.

The first screen to appear is
from the @Prepare option that
was built.
Notice the buttons and colors
match what was entered.
When the server either selects
a prepare option or presses
Done, the Prepare screen will
disappear because the addon
was set to repeat only one
time. The selected item will be
sent to the order screen.

Next is the @Cheese option
which allows only one entry.
Select Extra Cheese and the
additional charge of 25 cents
will be added to the order.

The last addon @Condiments
will display allowing up to 5
selections.
If the server selects Done at
any time, the Condiments
screen will disappear and the
selected items will be added to
the order.
Select No Tomato – Black
Olives and Cole Slaw.
The extra charge of $1.00 will
be added to the order for the
Cole Slaw.

The Saxon Burger with all the
selections will display on the
screen.

The Kitchen Print would look
like the print on the left.

The Check to give to the
customer before paying would
look like the print on the left.

After Paying, the receipt would
look like the print on the left.
Notice the receipt prints how
much the customer paid and
what payment method they
used.
It also prints what change was
to be given back.

